
Member ICT briefing – February 2022

After a period of underinvesting in the Council’s ICT infrastructure, we have 
embarked on an ambitious programme of ICT improvement for the whole council 
including members.  This programme includes upgrading our core systems and our 
networks as well as reshaping ICT support, setting up an internal service desk with 
technical support from a new publicly own ICT provider.  

This programme of work aims to:
 Provide members and staff with reliable, up to date, easy to use and secure 

devices with tools which make it easier to do their jobs and be able to work 
anywhere they need to.

 Ensure reliable, resilient networks and ICT connectivity from council buildings 
and at home.

 Introduce the Microsoft 365 productivity and collaboration tools to enable 
members, staff and partners to access the tools, data, files and services they 
need to work together.

 Ensure a robust, secure infrastructure and the provision of appropriate tools to 
enable staff to protect council data, systems and themselves against the 
threat of cyber-based crime.

 Gradually reduce our reliance on expensive, aging and technically complex 
technology.

All iPads will be upgraded with the new Microsoft tools and Blackberry works will be 
removed. Members will be invited to onsite one to one sessions to either upgrade 
their iPad or return their iPad and take a laptop instead.  Over the coming months, 
members will also be able to access GCC email, files and Teams meetings from 
their personal devices.  These changes are phased and target dates are set out 
below.  These technical changes are complex so whilst we are working to this plan, 
there may be good reason for some dates to move.  If this cannot be avoided, we will 
provide regular communication updates.

We are arranging one-to-one conversations with those on the Member ICT group 
regarding how members want to use our new ICT, any remaining gaps in provision 
and how to improve support for critical users.  It is intended that most members will 
have either an iPad or a laptop and we can also provide monitors for use at home so 
that members can access meetings on one screen whilst reading papers on the 
other.  However, these conversations will also enable us to understand if there are 
other issues or concerns not resolved by the planned improvements.

Timing

In summary the following will take place for members during this phase of work:

February 2022: 



 Testing of GCC Member iPads with new Microsoft 365, Teams and the 
removal of Blackberry

 Initiate a pilot with small number of members to ensure that the new iPad 
setup works for them

March 2022:
 Complete member iPad pilot.
 All laptops installed with the latest version of Microsoft 365, teams and 

security software.
 Discussions regarding whether individual members want iPads or laptops plus 

monitors and other kit for home working.
 Drop-in sessions to upgrade iPads to M365 with Blackberry Works removed 

from mid-March.
 New VPN which enables improve connections from home by end March. 
 Improved connectivity in Shire Hall by end March. 

April 2022:  Ability to use own devices to access GCC.

May 2022:  Increased capacity on the network providing better performance from all 
GCC buildings.

This phase will not resolve all our ICT issues but will resolve many of the concerns 
raised by members and provide an easier to use and more reliable set up.

Questions to:

Mandy Quayle
Director of People and Digital Services

mandy.quayle@gloucestershire.gov.uk


